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Abstract 
Over the past three years there have been great efforts to 

advance the field of behavioral biometrics in order to 

increase the ability to identify users over the internet with 

the goal of increasing Cybersecurity. Continuous 

verification and identity management are some of the 

approaches to solving this issue. The 2015 biometrics 

market revenue is 13 billion dollars in the US alone, and is 

expected to reach 67 billion dollars worldwide over the 

next ten years. There are numerous commercial biometric 

systems now available. Many of these systems do not 

advertise their empirical verification error rates and 

instead provide confidence scores over the target domain 

as output. The confidence scores from multi-user trials of 

publicly available demos can be used to construct the 

Receiver Operating Characteristic curve and determine 

the system error rates. In this paper we review five 

commercial biometric systems for their effectiveness. 
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1. Introduction 

 

Biometric recognition refers broadly to the ability of a 

system to accurately identify a person based upon one or 

more intrinsic attributes of that person. Biometric 

information is a characteristic of an individual that should 

satisfy the following qualities. The first quality is a 

characteristic’s universality, meaning every individual 

possesses that characteristic. Secondly, a characteristic 

should be unique, meaning that no two individuals can 

have the same information. Third, the characteristic should 

be permanent, meaning it is a quality an individual 

possesses their entire life. Fourth, the information must be 

collectible, meaning it can be measured easily. The final 

quality is that it must be acceptable, meaning it can easily 

be used. No form of biometric information satisfies all of 

these properties to a high degree, as shown in Table 1 [5]. 

 

 
Informatio

n 

U N P C A 

DNA Yes Yes Yes Poor Poor 

Gait Yes No Poor Yes Yes 

Keystroke 

Dynamics 

Yes Yes Poor Yes Yes 

Voice Yes Yes Poor Yes Yes 

Iris Yes Yes Yes Yes Poor 

Face Yes No Poor Yes Yes 

Hand 

Geometry 

Yes No Yes Yes Yes 

Fingerprint Yes Yes Yes Yes Fair 

Table 1. Comparison study of biometric modalities in 
terms of universality (U), uniqueness (N), permanency 

(P), collectability (C), and acceptability (A) [5]. 

 

In addition to the information above, the characteristics 

used by a biometric system can be broken down into two 

types, either physical or behavioral [6]. A person’s iris, 

retina, facial structure, hand geometry, fingerprint, pattern 

of veins inside the hand, and DNA are physical attributes. 

Behavioral attributes are measured over time, for example 

the way a person inputs data on a keyboard and mouse, or 

their style of signing their name. Voice is both a physical 

and behavioral attribute since it relies on physiological and 

behavioral characteristics. Keystroke biometrics is an 

attractive behavioral biometric since it utilizes commodity 
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hardware. Both long and short input on the keyboard can 

be used to uniquely identify a person [6]. 

 

Biometric systems that use both physical and behavioral 

characteristics, including facial recognition and keystroke 

dynamics programs, are examined in this study. To judge 

the effectiveness of a given biometric system, the Receiver 

Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve was reconstructed 

from the confidence scores obtained by the system. The 

ROC curve is a graph that illustrates the relationship 

between the False Acceptance Rate (FAR) and the False 

Rejection Rate (FRR). The FAR is the rate at which a 

system accepts an impostor as a legitimate user. 

Conversely, the FRR is the rate at which a given system 

rejects a legitimate user [1]. One cannot decrease the FRR 

and FAR at the same time. Companies use ROC curves to 

validate their claims of the efficiency of their systems [14]. 

Different applications require different levels of security 

and different ratios of FAR to FRR. Commercial 

applications would typically seek a point on the ROC with 

approximately equal FAR and FRR. High security 

applications would try to achieve higher FRR and lower 

FAR while forensic applications might do the opposite [7]. 

 

2. Background 

 

Current methods of identifying a person such as passwords, 

pin numbers, date of birth, and a person’s social security 

number have been in use for years. One major concern of 

these methods is how easily the information can be stolen. 

Because of this, there is a driving need for reliable and 

secure methods of personal identification [5]. Biometric 

systems have three main functions when it comes to an 

individual’s biometric information. The first function is 

enrollment (training), which is when the data is collected 

from an individual and used to create an identity template. 

The second use is storage of the template. This is where the 

characteristic instead of the entire raw data, such as the 

image, is translated into code and used as the template. The 

third function is comparison, which is used to either 

identify an individual from a database of user templates, or 

to verify that the user is a match to an existing template [5, 

6]. This process is implemented by all biometric systems 

with the goal of improving cybersecurity. 

 

Biometric systems have some limitations, specifically 

when compared to alternative authentication and 

identification mechanisms. For example, it is practically 

impossible for a biometric system to conclude that the 

characteristic being tested for can be matched perfectly 

with the authentic user template it has stored in memory. 

One of the reasons for this is that an individual’s 

characteristics can be subject to many factors which may 

lead to errors when trying to match a user to a template. For 

example, facial characteristics could change (plastic 

surgery, hair dyeing, etc.), as well as health factors (illness 

that changed voice recognition, injury that effected gait 

movement, etc.) [5]. Some biometric systems can be 

compromised by spoofing, which means a fake biometric 

characteristic is recognized as authentic. One example of a 

spoofing attempt involves replicated fingerprints [6]. 

Simply put, successful spoofing with regards to biometric 

systems is the equivalent of stealing or guessing someone’s 

personal identification information. It is in the best interest 

of individuals and corporations to implement the most 

accurate and least error prone biometric systems. This 

study examines the effectiveness of various biometric 

systems. 

 

Biometrics is currently an active area of research. 

Numerous biometrics papers were presented at the 2015 

Pace University Research Day Conference, which aimed to 

examine how biometric systems function [12]. As 

biometric systems are developed, there are improvements 

to systems that utilize existing modalities, such as face and 

fingerprint, and new systems that utilize emerging 

modalities, such as keystroke and mouse movement. In this 

work, a number of commercial systems are evaluated. In 

addition, the work presented did not feature any work 

which explicitly assessed and compared the effectiveness 

of biometric systems [12]. This study assumes that the 

reader has an understanding of various types of biometric 

systems, and that the reader wants to obtain a greater 

understanding of the differences between them and their 

effectiveness. The results of this study enhance the 

decision making process when deciding which system to 

implement for a particular purpose, along with driving 

suggestions for further research.   

 

3. Methodology 

 

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the biometric 

systems, we used their respective classifier output scores to 

determine their equal error rates using a ROC curve. The 

Equal Error Rate (EER) is the point at which the FAR and 

FRR intersect. When using this metric for calculating 

accuracy, it is better to have a lower EER. As explained 

before, the FAR is the amount of individuals that are 

granted verification but are not authentic users, and the 

FRR is the amount of individuals who are not granted 

verification but are authentic users [5]. We collected ten 

authentic classifier scores, and ten impostor classifier 

scores for each user in each system. To obtain impostor 

scores, users had to exchange login information and 

assume the identity of a different user. We analyzed three 

different facial biometric identification systems and two 

keystroke dynamics verification systems. Of the facial 

systems, two are web-application based, and the third 

requires a program to be downloaded to the user’s 

computer.  For the two keystroke dynamics systems 

evaluated, we also tested the KeyboardPrivacy browser 

plugin.  KeyboardPrivacy is an application plugin that was 
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developed to provide users with a tool that could help them 

mask their typing habits. In theory, this program would 

prevent website traffic recording mechanisms from 

creating an online behavioral profile of the user [8]. 

 

 

 

3.1. Behaviosec 
 

The first system tested comes from Behaviosec.com. This 

biometric system uses a combination of both mouse and 

keyboard input. The user first selects a demo to participate 

in, as shown in Figure 1. 

 

 
Figure 1. Behaviosec screen: user selects a demo [2]. 

 

When using the e-commerce demo, the test presents the 

user with an online shopping cart scenario. The user is 

given a choice between three goods to select from to 

simulate a “purchase”, shown in Figure 2.  

 

 

 
Figure 2. Behaviosec screen showcasing the 

beginning of the e-commerce demo [2]. 

 

After confirming the selection, the system then gives the 

user predetermined text to enter into various fields, shown 

in Figure 3. If the user fails to correctly type in all the 

information, the application would alert the user they have 

made errors. Fields which are highlighted in red, signify 

where the errors were made.  

 

 
Figure 3. Behaviosec e-commerce screen where the 
user finishes entering data to obtain keyboard and 

mouse biometrics [2]. 

 

Upon completion of the demo, the website sends the user 

data listing the confidence score for both that particular 

instance, as well as the overall confidence score of all tests 
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performed under the particular profile being used [2]. The 

Behaviosec demo requires that users perform the demo ten 

times for enrollment, in order to generate an average score 

that will be used as the user’s template. This includes both 

typing speed and the number of errors made during the test 

[2]. 

 

3.2. Keytrac 

 

The next system tested is provided through Keytrac.net. 

Keytrac is another web-based application which performs 

biometric tests using keyboard input [9]. The reason we 

decided to use this application after having used 

Behaviosec is because Keytrac does not take into 

consideration your mouse movement [2, 9]. As such, it was 

deemed appropriate to see if the absence of mouse 

recognition would make a difference. 

 

Another difference that can be found is that with the 

Keytrac biometric system, users are given a randomized 

body of text to enter, which decreases the chance of users 

getting tired of entering the same text constantly or 

becoming accustomed to it [9]. Users train their profile by 

completing the test only once, and this data is then stored 

as a template to be used for identification and verification, 

as shown in Figure 4. Keytrac asserts that after only 

logging in and typing the same text two times it is able to 

authenticate a user. This constitutes one complete set of 

authentic data [9]. 

 

 

 
Figure 4. Users input data to create Keytrac profile [9]. 
 

 

 
Figure 5. Users copy text to test Keytrac system [9]. 

 

The Keytrac system evaluates how the body of text was 

entered to determine if the user is authentic, as shown in 

Figure 5. Keytrac gives the user a confidence score, which 

shows how close of a match the two users are [9]. A higher 

confidence score signifies a closer match to the authentic 

user input. 

 

3.3. KeyboardPrivacy 

 

In order to further evaluate the Behaviosec and Keytrac 

systems, we used the Google Chrome “KeyboardPrivacy” 

plugin. By default, the plugin is set to delay keyboard 

inputs with settings of 50 for Dwell time, and 50 for Gap 

time [8]. In our test, we wanted to find out if using the 

plugin affected the confidence score. In addition to testing 

the default setting, we used Dwell and Gap times of 40/80, 

and 80/40, respectively. This is done by simply clicking the 

“KeyboardPrivacy” icon in the browser, and typing the 

dwell and gap times you want to use. We asked users to 

access their legitimate profile and perform one full test for 

each of the three setting configurations listed above. The 

confidence score received for the individual session 

determined the effectiveness of “KeyboardPrivacy”. After 

their authentic profile was created and users gathered the 

confidence and impostor scores, they activated the plugin 

to test both systems. 

 

3.4. Neurotechnology 

 

The first facial recognition biometric system tested was 

downloaded from Neurotechnology.com. This program 

scans the user’s face and determines if it matches similar 

images in its registry [11]. For the purpose of our study, we 

tested to determine whether different poses and facial 

expressions made it harder to recognize users. Our goal 

was to study how much differentiation from the standard 
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authentic image the program would accept. In a similar 

fashion to the Behaviosec and Keytrac systems, the 

program from Neurotechnology also gives confidence 

scores to the user [11]. 

 

The following is the set of steps necessary to use the 

Neurotechnology system properly. Notice in Figure 6 how 

the “enroll” function is highlighted. The user must first 

enroll all images they intend to test before any processing 

can take place. In order to enroll an image, the computer 

running the Neurotechnology program must have a 

connected camera [11]. 

 

 
Figure 6. Users enrolls images before running tests. 

The system will confirm if the enrollment process was 
successful or not [11]. 

 

The information shown in the lower left hand section of 

Figure 6 tells the user if the image they attempted to enroll 

was accepted. If the image fails to enroll, the user must take 

another picture. This step should be replicated until all 

images have been enrolled [11]. Our team suggests that 

users should not check the “check for duplicates” setting 

because the program seems to have difficulty discerning 

between different image captures of the same person at 

times. 

 

After enrolling all images, the user can begin comparisons. 

In the example shown in Figure 7, the user has enrolled two 

images and compares the classifier output scores. This is 

done by selecting the “identify” option. The program will 

take another image of the user and compare this new image 

to all the enrolled images. If an enrolled image is not 

displayed, it means the system has rejected that image, 

believing it is not the same person taking the image in the 

“identify” step. This new image will not be saved in 

memory however, thereby making it impossible for users 

to view the tested image in detail [11]. 

 

 
Figure 7. After enrolling all images, a user takes one 

more picture by selecting “Identify”, and the program 
will compare a new image to the enrolled images [11]. 

 

3.5. Microsoft Project Oxford API 

 

In addition to the Neurotechnology program, we tested two 

web-based facial recognition systems. The first is 

Microsoft’s Project Oxford API system, which provides 

the user with a classifier output score and a note of whether 

or not the tested images belong to the same person [10]. 

For the purpose of this study, we instructed all users to use 

the same images for Microsoft Project Oxford and Betaface 

API. Microsoft’s API system allows users to test either 

images saved on their computer by clicking the folder icon, 

or choose to take them from the internet by simply 

providing the URL of the image. 

 

 

 
Figure 8. Image comparison showing confidence 

score and the accept/reject decision [10]. 
 

When the two images are selected, the system 

automatically begins facial recognition and analysis. The 
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entire process only takes a few seconds. After completing 

the analysis, the system provides a classifier output score, 

and prints out a line of text stating whether or not the two 

images being compared are the same person, as shown in 

Figure 8 [10].  

 

3.6. Betaface API 

 

The fifth system tested comes from Betaface.com. Similar 

to Microsoft’s Project Oxford API system, the Betaface 

API system is a web-based facial recognition system [3]. It 

functions in almost the exact same way as Microsoft’s 

system, except the Betaface system has to pre-process the 

submitted images to check if they are acceptable for use. 

The manual step of starting the test allows users to test 

three or more images against each other at the same time. 

The user can choose which image to have the entire group 

of images compared to. After having submitted the images, 

the user has to name the images with an identifier. The 

identifier will be in the form of “imagename@website”, 

shown in Figure 9 [3]. 

 

 
Figure 9. After pre-processing, a user can see if the 

images were accepted or not in the “Images” section, 
and can now name the image ID’s [3]. 

 

The website name does not have to be real for the image 

identifier to be accepted.  After finishing this step, the user 

clicks a button that says “Compare Faces” to begin the test. 

The image on the left-most hand side will indicate the 

image that is being tested against by the set of images 

submitted. The images submitted have either a green 

border or red border. A green border means the image is 

verified, and a red border means it is rejected. Each of these 

images with a colored border also features a percentage, 

which indicates how close of a match the images being 

tested are, shown in Figure 10 [3]. 
 

 
Figure 10. The result of testing two images of the 

same person against one another in Betaface API [3]. 
 

4. Results 

 

After collecting the data from each of the biometric 

systems mentioned above, we assessed their effectiveness, 

and what improvements need to be worked on for the future 

if similar systems are to become a mainstay in 

cybersecurity. 

 

4.1. Behaviosec 

 

 
Figure 11. FRR and FAR intersection showing the 
value of the ROC curve for Behaviosec demo with 

keyboard privacy disabled, with a 0.20 EER. 
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 EER 

Behaviosec 0.20 

Keytrac 0.10 

Table 2. EER from the ROC curve for the Behaviosec 
and Keytrac demos. 

 

The Behaviosec demo computed four different scores from 

ten users. The ROC curve compared the impostor scores 

and the keyboard privacy scores against the authentic 

scores. As shown in Figure 11, to evaluate the overall 

accuracy of the system, the EER rate was then calculated 

as the number where the FAR and FRR are equal. As 

discussed earlier, the lower the EER the more accurate the 

biometric system. The resulting EER for Behaviosec was 

0.20.  

 

The KeyboardPrivacy extension is also tested with 50/50, 

80/40, and 40/80 dwell and gap time settings. The scores 

obtained with the plugin enabled are compared to normal 

authentic scores. To determine whether the 

KeyboardPrivacy plugin significantly lowers the classifier 

output scores, a one-sided hypothesis test is performed. 

The Wald-Wolfowitz runs test is used to compare the 

normal authentic scores to the scores obtained with the 

plugin enabled. The resulting p-values are shown in Table 

3, where the null hypothesis (that the score distributions are 

the same) fails to be rejected for each setting. This suggests 

that the plugin fails to adequately distort typing behavior 

when using the Behaviosec demo. 

 

4.2. Keytrac 

 

The Keytrac system produced five scores similar to the 

Behaviosec demo. From a data set obtained from ten 

participants, the ROC curve was computed, which resulted 

in an EER of 0.10 while the plugin was disabled as shown 

in Figure 12 where the FAR and FRR intersect. This score 

indicates that the system was accurate when distinguishing 

between authentic and impostor users, compared to the 

results of the Behaviosec tests. 

 

 

 
Figure 12.  FRR and FAR intersection showing the 

value of the ROC curve for Keytrac Anytext demo with 
keyboard privacy disabled, with a 0.10 EER. 

 

 

 

KB Dwell/Gap 50/50 80/40 40/80 

Behaviosec  0.82 0.97 0.50 

Keytrac 0.92 0.82 0.97 

Table 3. P-values testing the null hypothesis that the 
KeyboardPrivacy plugin has no effect on the classifier 
output scores of each keystroke demo. All tests failed 

to reject the null hypothesis. 
 

The KeyboardPrivacy plugin was then enabled, and we 

obtained the scores for each setting. A similar series of 

hypothesis tests are performed, and the resulting p-values 

are shown in Table 3. The null hypothesis fails to be 

rejected in each test.  
 

4.3. Neurotechnology 

 

In order to obtain the data set for the Neurotechnology 

demo we asked ten participates to enroll by taking a picture 

of themselves with a web cam. Once the enrolled photo 

was in the database they were asked to submit another 

photo of themselves that differed from the enrollment 

photo, as shown in Figure 13 [11]. This second photo 

would be of the user smiling. Once both images were 

enrolled, the tests were conducted. 
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Figure 13. Neurotechnology’s user interface. Users 

receive feedback about different attributes [11]. 
 

Next the scores recorded from both relaxed and smiling 

faces were used to obtain the EER from the FAR/FRR 

curve as shown in Figure 14. 

 

 
Figure 14. FRR and FAR intersection showing the 
value of the ROC curve for the Neurotechnology 

system demo, with a 0.10 EER. 
 

This data set had an EER of 0.10 indicating that this 

program performed well in identifying someone that had 

slight differences in facial expressions, such as a smile.  

Some of these results may be improved further in a more 

controlled environment and with the use of high quality 

equipment for taking the photo. 

 

 

 

4.4. Microsoft Project Oxford API 

 

The Microsoft API system analyzed faces from a data set 

of ten participants. 

 

  
Figure 15. How Microsoft Project Oxford API draws 

two different faces [10]. 
 

As shown in Figure 15, the system lacks detail when it 

comes to reconstructing and displaying how the image of a 

face is measured. This system exhibits a fair amount of 

accuracy for authenticating users, which suggests that the 

FRR should be low. 

 

 
Figure 16. FRR and FAR intersection showing the 

value of the ROC curve for Microsoft Project Oxford 
API, with a 0.08 EER. 

 

As shown in Figure 16, the data shows that this system had 

an EER of 0.08. While this is better than the 

Neurotechnology score, it still leaves more to be expected. 

Our research suggests that one of the reasons system 

performance was hampered may have been because it 

struggled to identify authentic users when two images 

would be taken from different points of view. If one photo 

was taken up close to the subject, but another was taken 

from a further distance, even if the two faces had the same 

facial expression, the biometric system would fail to 

properly compare the facial features. Perhaps if the system 

were to automatically adjust the image size so that the two 

face sizes matched more closely, it would work better. A 
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drawback of such a technique would be that the image 

quality of one of the tested images would be decreased. 

 

4.5. Betaface API 

 

 

   
Figure 17. How Betaface API draws two separate 

user’s faces [3]. 
 

The Betaface API system shows how the program collects 

data points from the images in detail. Users can see exactly 

how the system is measuring facial structures. Another 

feature is that users can hover their mouse over the various 

measurement points and see what part of the face is 

associated with each point. One of the differences from the 

Microsoft API is how Betaface handles images that are not 

upright. Looking at Figure 17, you can see how the right 

image is being rotated by Betaface to stand upright so that 

facial measurement comparisons are more accurate. In 

other cases, images were even shifted horizontally [3]. 

 

 
Figure 18. Betaface API analyzes three different 

images [3]. 
 

Figure 18 shows the comparison between an original 

authentic image, a second authentic image, and an impostor 

image. The authentic classifier score was 46 and the 

impostor score was 16. When compared to the Microsoft 

API system, the authentic score was lower, with the 

Microsoft system rating at 55, and the impostor score was 

higher, with the Microsoft system rating at 8.60. This data 

alone shows that when using facial recognition systems, 

users should be careful to make sure that the subjects being 

tested do not try to manipulate the system by slanting their 

head or neck in any direction, as that could corrupt the data.  

 

 
Figure 19. FRR and FAR intersection showing the 

value of the ROC curve for Betaface API, with a 0.15 
EER. 

 

Figure 19 shows that the Betaface API performs worse than 

the Microsoft API system, with an EER of about 0.15. One 

of the possible reasons for this is the image-altering feature, 

which inflated multiple impostor scores when compared to 

Microsoft API. Another way of viewing this is that perhaps 

the Microsoft API impostor scores were “deflated” from 

their true value due to the lack of an image manipulation 

system. It would be interesting to see how much the scores 

would change for the Microsoft API system if it also 

manipulated images. With that said, both systems are 

similar in that they feature high False Rejection Rates. If 

both systems had the same features, our team believes 

Betaface performance would be closer to Microsoft’s 

Project Oxford API system. 

 

5. Conclusions and Future Considerations 
 

The ability to produce, mine and quantify data with the use 

of machine learning and pattern recognition has 

considerably advanced the biometrics industry, although 

there are limitations in identification and verification. The 

error rates in our study confirm that the five systems tested 

are not accurate enough to put complete confidence in 

biometric systems alone. Even multi-biometric systems are 

subject to error due to conditions of the data sampling. The 

ability to process the information is faster now, however 

speed does not correlate to the complete accuracy of such 

systems. Future experiments should perhaps focus on 

evaluations from the user’s perspective. Some recent 

studies combine neuroscience and cryptography to 

subconsciously train a system with a password that is 

unknown to the user [4]. These new systems would be a 

good next step for investigation and experimentation in 

regards to increasing security in the computing 

environment. Even though recent market studies have 

shown tremendous market potential for commercially 

available biometric systems over the next ten years [13], 
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our study has shown that the technology still needs to 

mature in order to reach full potential. 
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